Let R = (B,E) be the split-null or trivial extension of a faithful module E over a commutative ring B. R is an FPF ring iff the partial quotient ring BS ' with respect to the set S of elements of B with zero annihilator in E is canonically the endomorphism ring of E, that is BS ~' = End B ES ^ ', every finitely generated ideal with zero annihilator in E is invertible in BS1, and E = ES' ' is an injective module over B. The proof uses the author's characterization of commutative FPF rings Since any commutative self-injective ring is FPF, it is thereby pre-FPF, that is, (FPF,)=> (FPF2) for injective A: in fact, then A is the only finitely generated
faithful ideal.
In [3] we considered the split-null (or trivial) extension A = (B,E) of a faithful 5-bimodule E over a ring B, ana characterized the conditions under which (B,E) is right PF (resp. right self-injective). We say that E is left strongly balanced [3] if B is canonically isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of the right 5-module E; notation: B = End£fl. Theorem 2 of [3] states (IN 1) (B,E) is right self-injective iff £ is a left strongly balanced injective right 5-module.
(IN 2) (B,E) is right PF iff £ is a left strongly balanced injective right cogenerator over B.
Henceforth let B be a commutative ring, and let E be a faithful B-module. Then A = (B,E) is commutative, and our main theorem characterizes when A is FPF. To describe the result, let S denote the multiplicative set of B consisting of all b g B such that kerfc = 0, i.e., b: E -* E is monic. Then, S is a subset of the set B* of regular elements of B, hence the quotient ring Q = BS'"' embeds in Q = QC(B) canonically.
Proposition
and Definition. An ideal I of B is said to invert or is invertible in a commutative overring Q provided the equivalent conditions hold:
(a)/7 = Bforl = (I:B) = {qG Q\ql C B). We say that an ideal / acts faithfully on E if the annihilator rEI of I in E is zero. Since E is faithful, then B -» End£s canonically, so an ideal / acts faithfully iff O A{E/ker/> = 0 (i.e. when each b G B is considered as an endomorphism of E). In this case we say / has zero kernel in E. This implies that / is a faithful ideal of B inasmuch as Ic = 0 for some c G B implies IcE = 0, and then rEI = 0 =» cE = 0 ^> c = 0.
2. FPF Theorem for Split -Null Extensions. Let E be a faithful B-module. Then, A = (B,E) is an FPF ring iff the following three conditions hold: (2.1) £ is injective, (2.2) AS"1 « EndB£ canonically, where S = {b <= B\kerb = 0), (2.3) Every finitely generated ideal of B with zero kernel in E is invertible in BS~ . When this is so, then Qc( A) = (BS' ',£), is self-injective, and I is a projective ideal ofB.
Corollary.
// £ is a strongly balanced injective module over A, then every finitely generated ideal of B acting faithfully on E is projective, so B is pre-FFF.
// there exists a strongly balanced injective torsion free module E over a domain B, then B is FPF, hence Prüfer. Proof. The necessity follows from the proposition. Conversely, if A"B inverts in AS"1, then A"B contains an element í g S, so then £ = Es implies that E = KBE and so the criterion of the proposition applies.
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Necessity. If A = (A,£) is FPF, then by (FPF 1), QC(R) = (AS-'.AS"1) is self-injective. By (IN 1), then £S~ ' is a strongly balanced injective AS" '-module. By [1] , A is integrally closed in Qc( A), hence contains all nilpotents of (AS" \£S" '), so A 2 (0,£S"'), that is,
Since £ is thereby injective over AS" ', then (2.1) holds via flatness of AS" ' over A.
Since £S" ' is strongly balanced over AS" ', then (2.2) holds. is a finitely generated ideal of A and faithful, so A FPF implies via Proposition 1 that K inverts in Qc( A), hence I = KB inverts in AS" ' by Proposition 5. This yields (2.3).
Sufficiency. (2.1) implies that £ is divisible, hence £ is canonically a AS" '-module. Since AS"' is a ring epic of A, then £ is also injective over AS"'. Now (2.2) evidently implies AS ' = EndBS i£ canonically, so ßc(A) = (AS ',£S"') is self-injective by (IN 1), so A is (FPF 1) .
It remains to show that A is (FPF 2). Let K = (KB,KE) be a finitely generated faithful ideal of A. Then KB acts faithfully on £, as shown supra Proposition 5. Since KB is finitely generated in A, then KB is invertible by (2.3), so K is invertible by Corollary 6.
